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Chairman’s Report

The recent announcement by George Osborne

that agreement had been reached with the

Department for Communities and Local

Government on a reduction of 30% in the

departmental budget over the next 4 years will

undoubtedly have been met with concern, not

to say alarm, in the corridors of power in

Kingston and Winchester. Although the final

settlement between the Department and the

local authorities is not expected until the end of

November, the direction of travel is obvious –

county and district authorities will come under

further pressure to reduce their costs.

Clearly the canal will not be immune from this

pressure. We have already seen a reduction of

43% in Hampshire County Council’s

government grant since 2010. Surrey has

suffered similar cuts. Whilst the Canal Society

has, and must remain, non-political it is very

disappointing that Government believes that

local services should bear more than their fair

share of the deficit reduction. In my own view,

these cuts are going too far and I’m sure that

many people would prefer to see the savings

more evenly shared. Indeed, in recent

correspondence between the Prime Minister

and the Leader of Oxfordshire County Council,

Mr Cameron complained about the extent of

the cuts in his county. Surely the Government

must realize that local services are highly valued

and deserve adequate funding.

Anticipating a further squeeze, the Counties

are working on various plans to protect services.

For example, in Hampshire, the focus for

services like museums, libraries and country

parks (which include the canal) will be on

maximizing income and changing ways of

Editorial

Although next August seems a long way away,

particularly when one hasn’t got round to

thinking about Christmas shopping yet,

preparations for the Society’s 50th

Anniversary celebrations have, of necessity,

started already.

We had a meeting last Monday evening and

one of the things that became very clear was

that we were going to need a lot

of people to be involved, both in

the planning and over the

weekend of the event.

The Woking Canal festival, as this

has now been named, will be

taking place in the middle of

Woking and will be open to the

public. We will need to have

people on site, looking after

parking, answering questions and

generally making sure that

everyone is happy and that, if

there is a problem, it gets sorted

out efficiently. A first estimate is

that we will need 5 people at any

one time, so we will probably

have 20 slots to fill each day. Even if some

are willing to take more than one turn, that is

a lot of bodies!

Please respond to Dick King’s plea on the

centre page. It will be your Society on display

next August and it really is up to the members

to make the event a success that will provide

nostalgic pleasure for existing members and

encourage new people to join to carry support

for the Basingstoke Canal into the next half

century. Do it now, please!
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working in, and with, communities to maintain

sustainable services.

In the case of country parks, Hampshire is

investing to ensure that open spaces will

become financially self-sufficient. It follows

that we will hear a lot more about volunteering,

car parking charges and other money saving

and money-making initiatives. Fortunately the

Canal Society, with its long record of voluntary

service and its enthusiasm for promoting better

use of the canal, is well placed to support the

Counties in their endeavours.

At the Joint Management Committee meeting

at the end of October Cllr Keith Chapman

relinquished the chairmanship in favour of

Cllr Mike Goodman, a Surrey County Council

Cabinet member. Cllr Goodman takes over at

a crucial time for the canal when its future

funding and governance is very much at centre

stage. We welcome Mike Goodman’s

appointment and we look forward to working

with him as the future plans for the canal

evolve. In this regard I think our long experience

with the canal and our wider knowledge of the

inland waterways should ensure that we play

an active role in identifying a sustainable future

for the Basingstoke Canal. Fortunately Keith

Chapman is remaining on the JMC so we will

continue to benefit from his experience with

the heritage and countryside sectors.

Sadly other Council commitments have led to

the resignation from the JMC of Linda Kemeny,

who has chaired the Committee and provided

excellent leadership over the past few years. I

am sure all our members would like to join me

in wishing Linda well in her other SCC roles.

The issue of JMC membership also came up at

the meeting and it was decided that Fleet Town

Council would be offered a seat on the JMC.

We very much welcome FTC as it has been a

strong supporter of the canal and its annual

contribution to the revenue budget (currently

£18,309) is an important component of the

canal’s finances. In order to balance the

representation of Surrey and Hampshire

authorities on the JMC it was also decided to

offer another seat to Surrey; this will bring total

membership to 25.

Finally a vacant seat for a Special Interest

Group was offered to a number of voluntary

and business organisations and, following a

ballot, it was decided that Galleon Marine

would take up the available seat.  Although it

was disappointing that some of the other

organisations (which included Accessible

Boating and the Ramblers Association) were

not successful in their applications for

membership, it was pointed out by the Chairman

that JMC meetings are open to the public and it

is always possible for organisations not

represented on the Committee to attend and

raise questions. We are very pleased that Galleon

Marine will be coming ‘on board’ since their

experience with running a successful business

on the canal should prove invaluable in the

Committee’s deliberations.

May I wish all members an enjoyable Christmas

and a fruitful New Year.

Philip Riley
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  Joint Management

Althought there were some disappointments,

the reports to the October meeting of the JMC

from the Canal’s Management were pretty

upbeat and encouraging.

The campaign to stop the canal’s deficient

supplies of water leaking away continues. The

work near Double Bridge in

Dogmersfield was reported in the

previous BCN, but similar work has

been done on the Stepbridge

embankment in Woking and a

couple of sudden leaks, possibly

caused by burrowing crayfish, are

also being fixed with sheet steel

piling.

On a larger scale, the whole of the

Ash Embankment is to be drained

this winter so that two leaks near the

aqueduct can be repaired. This will

be done with a combination of

bentonite blankets and clay.

Culverts are also receiving attention. One at

Tundry Bank has been relined and others will

be done over the winter, including one at

Sheerwater and the Whitewater aqueduct, for

which a principal inspection is being prepared.

Repointing work is to be done on a number of

locks at Deepcut to try to reduce leakage

through the walls. Lock 20 is thought to have

a void next to it which will be investigated

and filled if necessary.

The Wilderness weir repair by volunteers is

virtually complete. The weir, just above

Deepcut Lock 28, provides for emergency

escape of water from the top Surrey pound,

but it has leaked for years. WRG started the

job last year, but as usual, it proved more

complicated than thought. The Canal Society

Work Party has finished the job by completely

rebuilding the floor of the channel and one

wall, and partially rebuilding the other, as well

as fixing several leaks in the adjacent bypass

chamber.

With space to work on the weir limited, other

members of the Work Party have been pre-

empting a problem by attending to a low

section of embanked towpath with an

ominous-looking  wash-out just downstream

from Lock 28 (see front cover).

The biggest current problem on the canal is

one of the disappointments. Work was due to

start on the Dogmersfield slip at the beginning

of November, but this will be delayed by at

least 8 weeks while further work is done to

grade the offside bank. However, the

contractor will have strict instructions to have

the navigation open by Easter, but work may

well have to continue beyond that, using

smaller pontoons to allow boats to slip past.

A further disappointment is the lack of

Above: Janet Buckley and Dave Lunn at work
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 Committee report

anything currently scheduled to tackle the

ever-narrowing channel just west of Swan

Bridge at North Warnborough. Schemes for

tackling the offside bank slippage have been

drawn up but the cost is enormous and beyond

the current budget. Philip Riley raised the issue

at the JMC and at the Chairman’s instruction,

a small working party will try to see what can

be done to alleviate the problem in the short

term.

Full implementation of the telemetry system

to monitor the canal’s water levels has been

somewhat delayed by a need to update the

software. However, this is now done and most

of the sensors are in place and calibrated, with

a test system up and running.

Fiona Shipp reported that the Environment

Agency had sprayed below Lock 1 to try to

erradicate hydrocotyle weed. If it is successful,

further spraying may take place in Woking and

Woodham. Japanese Knotweed has also been

sprayed wherever it grows along the canal.

Both moorings at the Bridge Barn in Woking

had been taken and four more boats were due

to be moored at Mytchett. Also at Mytchett,

the unpowered boat hire scheme that started

this summer generated a net income of £4,518;

very good for a short season.

A second licence has been issued for

commercial crayfish catching.

After the Share the Space, Drop your Pace

campaign days at St John’s and the Canal

Centre, another was held in Woodham.

The Deepcut and Brookwood locks had had

to be closed to traffic for two weeks in July

and two in August, due to falling water levels,

but, significantly, the canal re-opened as soon

as rain fell.

The rangers had been involved with a variety

of tasks including recently tree felling at

Greywell with Higher Level Stewardship

funding (see page 6). The BCA workboat was

moved from down to North Warnborough by

Canal Society volunteers to save ranger time

(below).

The Tuesday volunteers have been active in

many areas: hydrocotyle removal and

vegetation cutting in Woking, bankside

trimming at Deepcut, between Eelmoor and

Claycart Bridges, on the Tundry embankment

in Dogmersfield and recently in Up Nately.

Several corporate groups have also worked on

the canal and another wave of MoD

volunteering is starting, cutting back bankside

growth through Aldershot.

Work is progressing on preparing a Canal

Business and Development Plan and also a

shopping list of all known projects that might

be able to attract outside funding.
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Rangers at work

As Fiona Shipp mentioned at the JMC, Higher

Level Stewardship funding has enabled the

rangers to do some tree felling on the offside

bank between the limit of navigation and the

Greywell tunnel. This not only improves the

look of the canal but also enables more

sunlight to reach the underwater plants that

were the main reason for the canal’s SSSI

designation.

Equipped with the BCA’s

workboat, one of the Society’s

barges, a wood chipper,

excavator and chain saws, the

team, mainly Andy Foster and

Sara Green, have made a huge

difference to this part of the

canal(above). The next job will

be removing a large number of

logs from the offside.

Work was slightly interrupted

when Andy was called away to

help deal with a bad leak on the top gates of

Ash Lock. This resulted in a significant drop

in level in the pound above, but once stop

planks had been dropped in and the lock

drained, the cause was obvious. The sill had

detached itself allowing water to go under the

gate (see back cover). The old timber was

removed and Andy Loader is probably fitting

new oak replacements as this is being written.
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Thanks to Hampshire CC Canal Rangers

Sara Green and Andy Foster and their

ingenuity and sheer hard work, two Dragons

Teeth that had been undermined and displaced

by a falling oak tree about three years ago

were replaced.

We met early at Crookham Wharf, and the

first job was the clearing of brambles and

shrub growth that had hidden the anti-tank

obstacle for the last few years. Sara used the

Stihl hedge cutter to make easy work while

John Bennison and I removed   the  waste  and

helped  with cutting some of the thicker growth

away.

Once this area was clear it was easy to see just

what a challenging, if not impossible task it

was going to be trying to slide the higher

placed block back, as it had shifted down the

embankment and had keeled over at quite an

angle, while the lower one had literally tipped

over after being up lifted from roots from the

adjacent oak that had fallen previously.

As we all surveyed the scene, Andy came up

with an idea of running a thick rope around the

trunk of a large oak 10 yards away and, by

using a ratchet and hawser attached to a tree on

the opposite side, it was hoped the displaced

concrete block could be hoisted back. Using an

attached strap held firm by the Dragons tooth’s

lower rough squared corners this all worked

unbelievably well. Sara operated the winch

lever while with great care Andy manoeuvred

the concrete block with a scaffold pole. Luckily

I had located from along the canal some

discarded blocks of hardwood timber this was

used to prop the block from underneath at

various stages of it being raised to eventually

just over level. Fortunately Tony Clarke had

some spare paving slabs, rubble and old bricks

which were used to infill the void below the

obstacle, and once the tension was released,

the block settled level back exactly where it

was previously. After a break for tea the same

exercise was repeated for the lower obstacle

eventually to also return to its correct position.

Andy unearthed a spent .303 cartridge around

the base of the concrete, and once I have

cleaned and identified its markings I will post

details.

While we were working, a few people stopped

to talk and showed interest and listened to the

history behind the blocks. The final task was to

infill between with soil displaced during the

un-rooting of the tree; some more work will be

carried out to tidy the area, which will eventually

culminate with a new information board being

placed beside them.

A very productive day that left all of us very

tired. Thanks to Andy, Sara, John and Tony the

WW2 anti-tank obstacle stands restored as

reminder of how important the Basingstoke

Canal was as part of 1940 Anti-invasion

defences.

Tim Denton, Pillbox Study Group

Crookham Wharf Dragon Teeth Rescue
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BCA Patrol Boat

Months of volunteer work at Ash Lock ended

recently with the handover of the BCA’s

refurbished patrol boat. Canal Manager Fiona

Shipp received the keys from John Wharf

(above).

The boat is nearly 40 years old, having been

acquired in about 1976 by David Gerry, the

canal’s first manager after restoration started.

His successor, Tony Harmswoth added the

cabin in the 1990s. Although it was originally

intended as a general work boat, it ended up

just being used for inspections of the Greywell

tunnel. After mouldering away in the mouth

of the tunnel for years, practically everything

on the boat apart from the fibreglass hull had

to be replaced (right).

John Wharf and his small team, which

included John Abbott, Pete Phillips and Martin

Leech, have done a splendid job and the boat

is now better than new, complete with solar

cells on the roof to charge the battery and

power the automatic bilge pump.
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back in service

John has also gone to great lengths to design

and build what is hopefully a thief-proof

mounting for the outbooard motor. Anyone

wanting to steal it will practically have to

demolish the boat to remove it.

The boat was carefully manoeuvred by rangers

Andy Foster and Sara Green into the water

down the slip at Ash Lock using fence posts

as rollers.

The restoration team then set off with John

Wharf at the helm on a brief cruise to check

that everything was functioning properly.

All it now lacks is a name: suggestions to Fiona

please.

This is the second boat that the team has

restored to working order for the BCA, the

first being the weedcutter (above). This project

has actually gone on for longer and cost the

Society more than expected because once it

began working again, various deficiencies in

its original design were revealed, which had

to be sorted out.

However, since its rebuild, the weedcutter has

already spent more hours working than in all

its previous history and the money spent is

much less than it would have cost to employ a

contractor to do the same weedcutting. The

boat should now be  fully ready to continue

the battle against the Floating Pennywort and

other surface weeds that would otherwise

choke the canal and prevent sunlight reaching

the aquatic plants on the bottom that were the

basis for Natural England’s SSSI designation

for the canal.

Never let it be said that the Canal Society isn’t

conservation minded; we just get on and do

practical things rather than shout about it!
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2015 Season

A very different season this year, taking us

through periods of drought in the summer

months, resulting in low water conditions, and

heavy rain which resolved that problem just in

time for resumption of navigation. A few other

exciting moments for crew with fallen trees

blocking the canal, a ‘first-ever’ failure of the

North Warnborough lift bridge added to the

interest, but also caused a few cruise

cancellations.

However, the log records show that JP

undertook 146 charters, including several

multiple hirings for wedding receptions and

events, an increase on the 139 recorded for

2014. Theme trips were again a popular addition

to the public trips, making a total of 48. Training

trips, Member’s cruises, transit and promotional

trips brought the number of logged outings to

230 – a really stupendous effort by all crew

members. The result is a record trading profit

of over £45,000.

An excellent season came to an end with a

distinctly Christmassy last (training) cruise,

with lots of holly berries on the bankside. After

three years use, the deck paintwork was looking

rather dull, so we arranged painting parties for

October, and were very lucky to have

consecutive Mondays with warm temperatures,

and no rain or frost to ruin the

finish. So winter maintenance has

got off to a good start. Many thanks

to all concerned.

Rosebud

Several of our crew passed the

necessary qualifications during the

year to enable them to help BCA

operate the 12-seater boat

Rosebud at Mytchett, and with other skippers

completed 212 trips during the season. This

generated a further £5229 (ex Vat) for the

BCA. Well done to them; it all helps to keep the

Canal running.

Winter Maintenance

Thanks go to Keith for the donation of a

microwave for use in the barn for those working

hard on maintenance. Perhaps this will help to

persuade other volunteers to come forward!

The plan at the moment is to do the usual tlc and

improvements by the end of February, when

Tim can start running training trips in March.

We can do the Easter cruises from Odiham,

and, hopefully, when the Winter stoppages

finish by the end of March, we will spend the

first week of April in the dry dock, followed by

the annual MCA inspection the following week.

If things go pear-shaped at Dogmersfield, we’ll

have to think again! Any volunteers for any of

these tasks gratefully received.

To take some of the load off our bookings

manager (David Horwood) we are working on

an on-line booking system for public trips.

Development of this is now well advanced,

and it will be operational from the start of next

season.

Finally, is there anyone out

there who could PAT-test

some electrical equipment for

us at an economical rate? If

so, please contact me on

01730 264178.

Dick King

Chairman, JP Canal Cruises

John Pinkerton

Electrician wanted
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A busy day on the canal

On the first Sunday in October we were

down at Colt Hill. The John Pinkerton had

had a trip up to the Castle and passed a small

boat returning from the castle. There was the

odd canoe out from Galleon Marine. This was

all a fairly normal scene. On return to Odiham

the BCA-owned (but maintained by BCS)

weedcutter went past having just recently been

successfully put through its Boat Safety Scheme

by the BCS. This was to be used by the BCA

above the castle

We then boarded Dawn to take her down to

Fleet.  I have never had such a busy trip. Going

it the opposite direction to us we passed two

Galleon Marine boats, shortly followed by a

fibreglass boat. The Owl & Pussycat was very

close behind being caught up by a high-speed

canoe. Before we got to the Thatched Cottage

we passed Madam Butterfly returning from a

day hire. At the Barley Mow there was another

Galleon Marine boat mooring up, presumably

for a late Sunday lunch.

Before we got to the landslip Gypsy Ann went

passed. We negotiated the land slip very slowly

as the water levels were down. Along by Tundry

Pond we were passed by a flotilla of lovely

skiffs, a total of seven in all (see picture). Apart

from the old jumper wrapped round prop and

the earlier high-speed canoe we saw going up

the canal overtaking us, we had a quiet trip for

the rest of the way to Fleet.

There were also dozens of walkers along the

canal towpath as well as a few cyclists.

I must say it was great to see the canal so well

used, even if it was a lovely sunny Sunday.

Thanks to Duncan Paine for the following, which gives the lie to people who say that they never

see boats on the canal. Lovely also to see traditional skiffs like this on the canal again. A hundred

years ago there were many dozens of them for hire.
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Events

CHOBHAM SOCIAL MEETINGS

As usual meetings will be held at the Parish

Pavilion, Recreation Ground, Station Road,

Chobham, near Woking GU24 8AZ (see map

for exact location)

Meetings will start at 8pm on the Third

Wednesday of the month (until April). Raffle

and Retiring Collection. Coffee/tea and biscuits

will be available during the interval. Non-

members and friends are very welcome.

16th December 2015. Ron and Myra Glover

‘Trail Boat Festivals on Isolated Waterways

around Britain’

As a change from Ron and Myra’s talks from

around Europe, this presentation details the

trailing of craft around Britain since the mid

1970s and attending festivals that are held on

land-locked waterways which narrow boats

are unable to reach. Starting at the first IWA

trail boat rally in 1985 held at Pewsey in

Wiltshire to the most recent festival at Tiverton

on the Grand Western Canal in Devon.

20th January 2016. Nick Pollard

‘ The History of Heathrow Airport’

Nick will take us back to the beginnings of

Heathrow after the Second World War and

bring us up to date with all the developments

over the years.

17th February 2016. Nick Grundy

‘Barging on North East Waterways’

Nick will be making a return visit to us this

time to tell us about the waterways of North

East England from his time at university here

in the mid-1970s when he spent much time

exploring and photographing the waterways

of the area. In the late 1970s Nick did a number

of trips as crew on a 300 ton commercial barge

carrying cargoes on the Humber, Trent,

Yorkshire Ouse, and the Aire and Calder

Navigation.

16th March 2016. Ian McKechnie

‘Coals to Croxley (and beyond)’

When Ian was a student at Birmingham in the

1960s, he and a group of colleagues bought a

redundant wooden coal boat from a coal yard

compulsorily purchased to take one of the

supports for the ‘Spaghetti Junction’ motorway

interchange. Later they bought a derelict ex-

GUCC and Willow Wren Large Northwich

motor, and, after fitting it out, decided to bring

it south to the London area. After loading with

coal in conjunction with the Ashby Canal

Society they delivered the coal to John

Dickinson’s famous paper mill at Croxley.

Further information from www.basingstoke-

canal.org.uk or from David Millett on 01252

617364 or email: d.millett7@ntlworld.com

Mark Coxhead operates a free email reminder

service.  Reminder emails are sent about a

week prior.  To be included on the list please

contact Mark@coxhead.org.uk
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Woking Canal Festival 6/7th August 2016

Historic Narrow Boats coming to Woking

for a Double  BCS & HNBC 50th Anniversary

Celebrate 25 Years of Navigation on the Basingstoke Canal since

Restoration

Planning for this event is now underway. YOU can help in any of

these ways:-

u Take a Lead Role on the organising committee.

u Support a Lead Role by undertaking a smaller task.

u Organise or take part in a Community Event or Display – Involve your Group / Sports

or Social Club / School, or as an Individual.

u Give us your Memories of the Restoration Years in Photos, Videos, Stories or Re-enact

your exploits.

u Ideas to take the Society into the next 50 years – involve YOUR children / grand-

children.

u Volunteer to help set up the site, stewarding during the event, and break-down after-

wards.

u Persuade a neighbour or friend to get involved.

u Its YOUR Society; let us have YOUR thoughts and ideas on how to celebrate this

historic occasion.

If you want to be involved, whether taking on one or two small tasks or a

lead role, please contact Dick King on 01730 264178 or by email at

wheelers.farm@btinternet.com.

It is vitally important for the future of the Society to make this event a success

- please contact Dick and help us to make it so.
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Odiham Castle or

I first visited the castle in 1962, and I remember

the next day, talking with colleagues in the

canteen queue, mentioning that I had been to

Odiham Castle the previous day, and had found

it interesting and a bit special, someone then

said “ I have lived in Odiham all my life and

there is no Castle in Odiham”. Little did I think

that when I was appointed to manage the

Hampshire section of the Basingstoke Canal

that I would be asked to look after the castle as

well; though I was only to ensure that any

rubbish was picked up, and that the grass path

around the keep was mown occasionally. No

digging allowed.

It was fascinating to visit again during the

Magna Carta celebrations but from the purely

castle point of view we still know little about

what it looked like. There is an artist’s

impression on an information board on site. I

don’t know who the artist is but at the risk of

upsetting him/her and the Archaeologists of

Hampshire and English Heritage. I think that

the artist has misunderstood what can be seen:

the evidence is there, there are clues.

I will explain what I think the castle did look

like.

The hexagonal tower is shown by the artist as

having buttresses at each corner. This building

is not a delicate cathedral or church:  it does not

need buttresses, the walls are thick and the

tower as far as we can tell only had three

storeys, so no great height to support. In my

view they are not buttresses, which are very

vulnerable to damage if attacked. They are

wing walls to support timber galleries that ran

right round outside of the tower, the galleries

supporting timber hoardings. The evidence is

that each wing wall has the remains of two

recesses in the outer face and when built the

dressed stone facing of the walls would have

had holes at these points to support huge timber

beams to carry galleries fitted with vertical

hoardings. Look at the drawing of 1782 and

traces of recesses can be clearly seen. The

dressed stone removed, (I guess) about 1600,

has left the evidence. Recent attempts to

stabilise the rubble core of the walls has resulted

in workmen partially filling in the recesses, so

partially hiding the evidence; look at later

drawings and photographs.

The hoardings would have been removed when

the castle was not under any threat of attack to

allow light into the keep, through the quite

large windows; and possibly replaced at night

to keep the interior a bit warmer. Access to the

galleries would have been through the windows

which on their own could never have been

defended. Indeed the wall with the chimney

has no window, so how do you defend that

walll? Attackers sheltering under their shields

could have worked away to breach that wall.

Yet defended they were in1216 when the castle

was besieged by a French army for 6 weeks and

the castle was defended by only a small troop

of soldiers. While gunpowder had not been

introduced, trebuchets were capable of hurling

large stones at the keep, and samples have been

found on site of three common sizes.

Another artist’s impression shows a masonry

wing to the keep, housing a stairway, but I

don’t think there is any evidence to support

that suggestion. The main door was on the first

floor with probably no windows or other

openings below that level. The external stairway

was made of quartered logs terminating in a

timber landing that doubled as a drawbridge

which was secured by a drawbar; traces of the
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King John’s Castle?

drawbar sockets can still be seen. There may

have been a porch over the door but the gallery

above may have been sufficient to keep the

rain off. Access to the ground floor, upper

floor, and roof was by a circular staircase built

within the thickness of the walls.

Odiham Castle was more than we see today;

there was a King’s house, a Queen’s house, and

a chapel and probably several other

outbuildings; but we don’t know where they

were, though the chapel may have been partially

over the inner moat. A book Odiham Castle

1200-1500 by Patricia Macgregor and

published in1983 mentions a chapel over the

moat. The large boulder lying near the keep

today originally lay in the inner moat but was

recovered by excavators circa 1980. There is a

theory that there was a custom of bringing

large stones into religious buildings, when

before the arrival of  Christianity large stones

were often used by pagans .To persuade pagans

to attend church their relics were brought into

the new church hence where the stone lay in

the moat might be where the chapel had been.

The King’s and Queen’s houses would likely

have been timber framed with wattle and daub

infill; there is evidence that the keep had a lead

covered roof, but the timber frame buildings

may have had tiles or thatch; plenty of thatching

reeds available nearby.

The castle keep is the second building on the

site, the first may have been Saxon; a trace was

found during a dig some years ago. When the

stone robbers, (contractors I suspect), did their

work they broke through into the ground floor

below the main entrance, in order to get the

stone away and may have demolished the

missing wall to provide access for a horse and

cart.

When the site was first used for a settlement,

maybe before the Norman conquest, the river

ran on the east side of the site and some water

still flows in the original bed, hence there is a

culvert under the canal in the outer moat. The

river probably formed part of the outer moat at

that time. When the castle mill was built

(when?), the miller needed a better flow of

water, so diverted the river around the west side

of the site creating a mill pool. When the canal

diggers arrived, circa 1790, they built the

aqueduct (the third river bed) in a green field

site; traces of the second river bed can still be

seen west of the present river today and some

excavation was saved by the canal navvies by

using part of the second river bed to form a

winding hole for the canal.

Were there ever any other defences apart from

the keep? We have two moats, so was there ever

a wall or palisade between the moats? Possibly,

but it might just have been a quickthorn hedge

(hawthorn), which would have been an effective

barrier within about 10 years of planting. There

is a lot of work to be done by archaeologists to

enable the story of the castle to be fully told but

I believe that it is a transition from the Norman

Mott and Bailey type of castle to the all masonry

castle of which Farnham is a good example. I

wonder how much of my thinking might be

correct.

David Gerry. (Constable of  Odiham Castle

1974 -1994 self appointed !!!)

David never fought shy of controversy and

others may have other opinions. If so, we would

interested to hear them. Editor
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Lookback
In the run-up to our 50th anniversary, I felt that it would be good to go back to the really early

days, so this is from Society Newsletter No.1, January 1967

MEMBERS’ MEETING

The meeting on 18th November was well

supported with about sixty people present.

At the meeting our objects and rules were

slightly revised.

A three-part talk was given on the history of

the Basingstoke Canal. As a result, perhaps,

several members have been trundling

through the undergrowth looking for  the

other tunnel mentioned by Robert Harris.

Several points raised by members were

answered and the meeting concluded with a

slide show of local canals shown by Mr

Snell, including some of the Wey and Arun

Canal. Membership of the Society now

stands at 75.

BASINGSTOHE CANAL

As you may know we have been in touch

with the New Basingstoke Canal Company

requesting permission to work on sections of

the Canal. Bearing in mind their objections,

we revised our objects. A copy of these,

together with our suggestions, has recently

been sent to the Company.

No.4 lock on the Woodham flight has

recently had its top gate patched up and re-

tarred. It is believed that the pound is re-

filling.

Fleet & Crookham Amenity Society have

been clearing out rubbish in their area.

Several choice objects have been removed,

including a telephone, a brand new lavatory

pan and a sack full of decaying horses’

heads. Obviously a wide section of the

population has found one use for the canal

— although of course the mentality of such

persons is to be questioned, and dumping

can only lead to decay of the waterways.

SOCIETY PREMISES

We have had an offer of a piece of land with

some sheds adjoining the Basingstoke

Canal. If this offer goes through, working

parties will be organised to tidy up the

undergrowth. We will let you know once

things are finalised. It is hoped that this land

could be used as a store/clubhouse.

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT .....

A press circular by the Ministry in mid-

November requested all persons and

organisations to let them know their views

on the future of the nationalised  waterways

system. It is hoped that members have

informed Mrs Castle of their  opinions.

CIVIC TRUST

At the suggestion of several members we

have applied to the Civic Trust for

registration. It is felt that they can give us

advice and also keep us informed of the

progress of societies whose work is similar

to ours. (We still belong to the Civic Trust)

RIVER WEY

The Society is sad to learn that Newark Mill

on the River Wey at Ripley was completely

destroyed by fire in early December.

Because it was built of wood, the firemen

had no chance of saving the mill once the

fire took hold.

Devised by

David Millett, VP
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  Home rule for Hampshire?

We live in turbulent times, although probably

not, in truth, any worse than they were in early

years of the canal (American War of

Independence, etc).

However, it seems pretty clear today that

something about the funding and management

of the canal will have to change. In the current

financial climate, the Counties are being

forced to focus on their core responsibilities,

which don’t appear to include canal ownership

and operation. Yet they do own the canal and

will continue to do so until some other body

can be persuaded or paid to take it over. As

owners, they also have a responsibility for

reasons of public safety to maintain it, and to

maintain or restore the status of the SSSI.

Fortunately doing this also coincides with

many of the things that are needed to keep the

navigation operating.

On a wider front, Hampshire County Council

is preparing a bold bid for devolution of many

of its spending powers. Surrey is also teaming

up with East and West Sussex for a similar

bid for devolution of power to the South East.

What does this mean? Hampshire seems to be

slightly ahead of the game and, together with

the Isle of Wight, on 4th September this year,

submitted proposals to central government to

forego Revenue Support Grants from central

government in exchange for being allowed to

retain all business rates generated in the area.

Their argument is that if the area is responsible

for its own income, there will be an incentive

to attract business and let it thrive. Their

proposals focus around boosting business and

skills for work, accelerating housing delivery,

investing in infrastructure and transforming

public services. The overall aim is said to be

to make Hampshire and the Isle of Wight an

even better place to live and work by growing

the economy in urban and rural areas without

destroying what makes them special. This

would include maintaining valued open spaces

through measures such as greenbelt, and

working hard to bring local people more into

the design of their own communities.

They aim for more efficient local planning,

more homes built (with an emphasis on rural

affordable, low-cost starter, council new-build

and extra care homes) and improved transport

connections. Use would be made of exception

sites including redundant public land.

One could be cynical and say that this is the

sort of stuff one hears all the time from

politicians, and the County will need to ensure

that the government doesn’t just keep the

money without yielding power. However, it is

quite refreshing to see the prospect of a move

away from the ever increasing power of central

government that took hold in the 1980s. It must

be better to have more local say in what goes

on than to have this dictated by someone in

Westminster trying to find a one-size-fits-all

solution for the whole country.

If it all comes about, there could well be more

pressure for development in sites near the

canal. There is already considerable, and

understandable, support for a large

development in Winchfield. This would not

necessarily have a terrible impact on the canal,

but we shall have to watch things carefully and

try to ensure that if development occurs, the

pledge not to destroy special rural areas is kept

to and that the canal derives some benefit from

planning gain.
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Xmas trips from Odiham
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New signs

There used to be quite a few signs dotted about

the canal, providing information to people

about the canal and the locality. Sadly, over

the years, these became more and more tatty

and ended up portraying a canal in general

decline rather than anything to be proud of.

Now, however, the BCA has begun a campaign

to replace them with a completely new style

of sign, as shown above. This one is at the

Canal Centre in Mytchett, but others are due

to follow in places like Woking, Fleet, Colt

Hill, Crookham etc.

The new signs have been created by a design

company and, as usual, caused some criticism

- the sinuous line at the top is apparently

intended to be reminiscent of a wave, which

are a bit unusual on canals, and regret was

expressed at the lack of any boating activity

in the line of characters going along it.

However, it looks very professional and is

undoubtedly more attractive than what was

there before, and does provide useful

information to users of the towpath.

It also immortalises our old trip boat, the John

Pinkerton!
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Story Trails

I came across this little sign near the winding

hole at King John’s castle and, curious to know

what it was about, I went to the website.

This is part of the Walking in Hampshire

website that details all the walks available in

the county. The Story Trails are aimed at

families with children and this particular one

is entitled “The story of Henry the Forgetful”.

It involves a walk from Greywell to the castle

and back and with gentle humour seeks to

introduce young children to a bit of the history

of the castle at the time it was being beseiged

by the Dauphin of France. A story bag

containing puppets, toys and other items

intended to help to bring the story to life can

be borrowed from Odiham Library (0845

6035631) with a library card.

This is one of 13 Story Trails in the county

and more are being added by Hampshire’s

Countryside Service. One of the others

involves a walk round nearby Fleet Pond.

More details at

http://www3.hants.gov.uk/storytrails.htm
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River Wey Festival
The annual River Wey festival was held over

the weekend of 18/19 September with

activities centred on Dapdune Wharf in

Guildford (below).

This is a delightful spot and ideal for such an

event since it has a cafe and toilets as well as

facities for boats. It is well worth a visit at any

time with a Wey barge available for visitors to

view as well as other local history displays.

In addition, over the festival weekend there

were visiting boats, mainly from the Byfleet

Boat Club, and a variety of stands including

the Canal Society’s and John Ross’s boat

Elizabeth Rose  (below).

Canal Guide

The Guide to the Basingstoke Canal that Dieter Jebens,

first produced nearly 20 years ago, has been revised and

reissued. The cover is laminated to provide a bit of weather

protection if it is out on the roof of a boat.

Available from the Canal Centre, JPII or by post from

Denise Smith (01252 517779) for £3.50 inc p&p. An ideal

Christmas present for someone, as is the Society’s tea towel

(£6 inc p&p).
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BCS Membership

200 Club winners

August October December

Mr R Debenham £53 Mr I Bell £53 Mr L Ashenden £53

Mr J Evelyn £26 Mr RH Rowley £26 Mr T Dodwell £26

Mr D Paine £13 Mr N Mayne £13 Mr DA Smith £13

Mr R Reed £13 Mr I Hawker £13 Mrs J Greenfield £13

Congratulations to winners of the 200 Club for the second half of 2015. Sorry if you have not

won but you have contributed £618 to the Canal Society this year - thanks to you all. You should

also find an application form to the 200 Club for 2016 in this issue of newsletter. If anyone wants

set up an annual Standing Order please send me an e-mail. Can those with existing Standing

Order please ensure I have your correct address?

All the best for the New Year

Jim Johnstone

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY REPORT

Members who had not paid their 2015

subscriptions were sent reminders after the last

newsletter was sent.  Thank you very much to

those receiving reminders who contacted me

and sent me their subs.  If you were sent a

reminder and did not contact me, I shall have to

assume that you no longer wish to belong to the

Society and remove your details from our

database.  Please get in touch with me if for any

reason you have not been in touch and still

wish to be a member.

Thank you for your cooperation.

A warm welcome to the following members

who have joined us in the last few months:

Ann Penman of Aldershot

Michael Blake of Popley

Simon Lovelock of Southampton

Tim Carr of Fleet

Kate Hide of West Byfleet

Howard & Sue Best of Camberley

Graham Talling of Ash Vale

Keith & Gill Astley of East Grinstead

Doreen Hornsey

Membership Secretary

E-Mail:

Membership@basingstoke-canal.org.uk
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BCS information

The Bulletin is now up to

Issue 26.

If you want to keep up

with the latest news

about the canal, please

send your e-mail address

to

membership@basingstoke-canal.org.uk

To join the Society, please contact the

Membership Secretary, Mrs Doreen

Hornsey, whose contact details are below.

The annual subscription is Adults £10,

Junior £3, OAP £5, Family £12, 2 OAP

£7, and Group £15, payable on March 1st

each year.

Date for next copy 31st January 2016
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